Response to UEQ feedback MATH20512:
-----------------------------------

It is unfortunate that, despite all my pleas at the lectures, only 40% of students gave any feedback. Here are a few comments about the feedback I did get.

The comments were (mostly) very supportive of my lecturing style and the content of the course.

Some of the criticisms by some were also shown as praise by others, such as 'Maybe lecture quicker, I feel like there's a lot more material you could've covered', as compared to 'pace is about right'.

One wrote, 'Lecturer to be more interactive with students', while another wrote, 'Whatever issue I have, I know that if I approach James Montaldi with it, he will spend the necessary time to make sure I am up to speed'.

The principal suggestion for improvement was to do more examples on the board in examples classes. I shall try to take that on board for future years. (Although one student said, 'the support classes are the most helpful classes we have had in second year')